
PRE-WORKOUT AND COMBINE

Last Name: Ware  First Name: Jarvis  College: UCF Position: DB/ Special Teams

Final Grade: 5.26

Height 6’1 Weight 190 40 speed 4.43 Test Score

ATHLETIC ABILITY SECTION GRADE: 4.9
Q.A.B 5.0/Quick Feet 5.0/ C.O.D. 4.5/ Flexibility 5.0/ Coordination 5.0

Good but not great athlete. Change of direction is average so he needs to be better at
anticipating.

SECTION GRADE:5.3 Toughness 6.0 Clutch Play 5.0 Production 4.0 Consistency 4.0 Team
Player 7.0 Pride / Quit 6.0

Has shown he is tough, when called upon to play Safety and on special teams. Needs to be a
more consistent tackler as he lacks good technique majority of the time.

SECTION GRADE: 5.1 Learn / Retain 5.0 Inst/Reaction 5.0 Concentration 5.5

Shows good aggression but takes poor angles and plays too upright. Needs to lower his base
and break down when engaging ball careers in the open field.

STRENGTH / EXPLOSION SECTION GRADE:5.75 Body Type 6.0/ Durability: 6.0/ Explosion
5.5 / Play Strength 5.5

Small frame but big heart. Will need to get stronger for bigger and better competition. Has been
pretty durable in college and shows great explosion into tackles and towards the ball.
Passionate player who wants to get better and uses his physical and mental ability to the max.

5.5 READ & REACT Reacts quickly on or off the ball.

5.0  M / M COVERAGE plays physical and covers well in man.

5.0 ZONE COVERAGE Better fit for zone than man.



4.5 BREAK AND CLOSE Does not bend well and take poor angles.

4.5 HIPS / TURN ABIL. Decent quickness but doesn’t move his hips. Plays too upright.

6.0 TACKLING Aggressive. Aggressive when using proper techniques and correct angles. .

6.0 HITTING ABILITY Aggressive on special teams when not looking to grab.

6.0 HANDS- INT. Not many opportunities in coverage when it comes to pass defense but did
make the most of his INT in returning it for a TD this season.

6.0 HANDS FGT-BLK Blocked a punt this season and showed good technique when making
contact with the ball and avoiding the punter.

CRITICAL FACTORS 5.5 DEEP SPEED,Faster in a straight line but limited when needing to
bend.

ATHLETIC ABILITY 5.0 COVERAGE 5.0 TACKLING 5.5 COMPETES 6.0 --
RETURN ABILITY n/a PLAY SPEED 5.5 INSTINCTS 5.0

GAMES:
Tulane, Georgia Tech

ERRORS:

STRONG POINTS: Tough and Aggressive most of the time and willing tackler. Decent size but
needs to get stronger for any role on the next level.Shows some coverage skills as a Safety.

WEAKNESS: Finds the ball but takes  poor angles and shows poor technique when tackling a
lot of the time.Often too aggressive in run support, which resulted in big plays.

SUMMARY:
Decent size and strength but needs to improve his focus and awareness. Tough but just made
bad decisions on angles and reacting around the LOS. Definitely a special teams player and
one day could contribute as a backup safety if he gets the right coaching and improves his
techniques.  will probably be a UDFA if he enters the 2023 draft.


